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4.103.894.020.863.7142How would you rate the overall quality of the course? (TAIT)10

4.194.044.070.993.7442Overall how would you rate this faculty's teaching? (TAIT)9

4.534.494.520.714.5242Does the faculty member show respect for all students? (TAIT)8

4.224.094.151.063.642Does the faculty member explain the subject matter of the course (e.g. concepts, skills, techniques, etc.)? (TAIT)7

4.344.154.110.993.7142Does the faculty member demonstrate the importance and significance of the subject matter? (TAIT)6

4.063.883.891.053.6942Does the faculty member provide feedback that helped students improve their performance? (TAIT)5

4.274.164.200.953.8642Does the faculty member provide a clear explanation of the learning objectives or goals of the course? (TAIT)4

4.234.164.201.043.7142Does the faculty member provide a clear explanation of the course requirements? (TAIT)3

4.364.274.201.04442Does the faculty member display an interest in students' learning? (TAIT)2

9.768.639.472.287.7142
On average, how many hours per week have you spent on this class, including attending classes, doing readings,
reviewing notes, writing papers and any other course related work? (TAIT)
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The textbook questions are really vague which made it difficult to do the homework at times. I wish we did more examples in class because I found that the most
useful part of lecture.

TAIT

Always prepared for lectures and willing to help students, but did not seem like he had a thorough understanding of the material at times, misty taught combinatorics
classes before this

TAIT

Thank you for a great semester, I hope to see you in a more advanced math class in the future!TAIT

Mike is a nice guy, but I felt topics could be better motivated and more broad. I did not like the textbook. The course seemed to be more geared towards
business/econ students than math students.

TAIT

Professor didn't seem to teach in the most organized fashion. He also wasn't very accommodating when it came to illnesses, as he gave me a one-hour extension
when I got ill enough to eventually go to the hospital. I would appreciate more focused class time, as well as consistent homework solutions that aren't one student's
submissions.

TAIT

I've liked recitations a lot more than lectures; they've been easier to understand and I've learned more from them. Some lectures weren't useful for completing the
HW and/or left me even more confused on the content covered, and requiring attendance (for quizzes) made coming to lecture feel like a drag at times. That isn't to
say I've felt this way about EVERY lecture, but definitely enough to make me feel this way.

TAIT

I was under the impression that Operations Research is not a primary interest to Professor Tait. He was an clear and helpful teacher, but I thought he could have
taught the class in a more inspiring way for such an applied class.

TAIT

The professor makes too many mistakes during the lectures and doesn't really explain the concepts that clearly. His videos are helpful for the exams though.TAIT

Everything is great~ Thanks!TAIT
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